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EAGLE SOLD TO BRE AKERS

It is reported that the Moldava
registered with call sign
ER2631 tug Red Eagle (Imo
7613002) has been sold to the
breakers. The 1976 built tug
owned by Black Eagle Offshore
Services – Istanbul; Turkey and
managed by Ata Tug & Salvage
Inc. – Istanbul; Turkey is the
former International Transport
Services tug Sirocco and built
by Matsuuro Tekko Zosen KK –
Higashino; Japan under number
257. She was one in a series of
six tugs. In 2011 she was sold to
Ata Tug & Salvage Inc. – Istanbul and renamed Izmir Bull and in July 2016 renamed Red Eagle. She
has a length of 54.97 mtrs a beam of 11.18 mtrs and a depth of 5.19 mtrs. The two Fuji Seisakusho
diesel engine develops a total output of 6.032 kW (9.020 bhp) with a free sailing speed of 14.5 knots
and a bollard pull of 110 tons. (Source: Vesseltracker)
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J ENSEN

DESIGN SELECTE D FOR

NAVSEA

WORKBOAT

Jensen Maritime Consultants, a Crowley company, reports that one of its workboat designs will be
used by a Pacific Northwest boat builder to fulfill a construction project for the Naval Sea Systems
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Command (NAVSEA). Jensen
will supply a functional and
regulatory design package for the
41-foot vessel, which will
provide ship- and sub-assist
services, as well as other port
operational services at U.S. Navy
port locations around the world.
"We are proud to have our
highly functional, safe and
efficient design selected for this
new series of workboats," said
Jensen's Bryan Nichols, director,
business development. "We have
worked closely with the build
team to ensure maximum
efficiency for vessel construction. Once completed, it will be a well-equipped, very maneuverable
workhorse." The U.S. Navy will use the 22,000-pound bollard-pull workboat in locations around the
world to primarily assist barges, submarines, and other naval vessels; open and close security
barriers; and tow or push floating port operations support equipment. To support these missions,
Jensen designed the vessel to include two Pullmaster hydraulic deck winches for use in multiple
mooring configurations and heavy-duty fendering to offer optimal protection when performing such
work. The push knees are also radiused toward the top for use when pushing against vessels with
flare. Unique to the workboat, which has a beam of 16 feet, 7 inches, is a removable cabin and push
knees, which allow it to be transported over-the-road by truck. The propulsion system consists of ZF
W325 marine gears and twin Cummins QSM11-455, inboard diesel engines, developing 450 BHP at
2,100 RPM. Additional features added to the design include an H-bitt on the bow, mooring bitts at
the shoulders and stern quarters, and an aft taffrail for a smooth sweep of the tow hawser while
towing astern. The workboat also has a 500-pound capacity lifting davit that can be mounted in
three different locations on the stern, Kort nozzles and flanking rudders to improve steering when
operating in reverse, and skegs for directional stability while underway and structural support to
facilitate drydockings and transport. Finally, the workboat offers a complete HVAC system and a
3,100-pound total payload, including up to five crew members, additional mission gear and cargo,
and a six-person life raft. The boat has been designed to American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC)
standards and meets the U.S. Navy's stability requirements, including damage stability. Delivery is
expected in fall of 2018. (Source: MarineLink)

M O DUTECH M ARI NE
TO N AVY

DELI VERS FIRST OF

24 C UMMINS

POWERED TUG S

Modutech Marine Inc., Tacoma, WA, last month delivered the first of 24 tugs, designated Work
Boat Medium, to the Navy. The others will follow at regular intervals through to December 2019.
The 30 ft x 15 ft vessels have a 5.5 ft draft and have been developed by John Myers of Seattle, WA,
headquartered naval architectural firm Hockema & Whalen Associates. To handle some heavy
pushing, the vessels are powered by a pair of Cummins QSL 9 diesels each delivering 285 HP
continuous duty. The engines will turn nozzled 39 x 36 inch propellers through ZF W325 gears with
3:1 reduction. Triple shutter-type rudders are mounted behind each propeller. The combined 570
HP will give the 30-foot tugs a 17,500-pound bollard pull. Between jobs, the boats will be capable of
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nine-knot speeds. Tankage will
include a 400-gallon fuel tank.
On deck, a 400-pound davit can
be moved to port or starboard
mounts as required. A pair of
Bloom
deck
winches
are
mounted forward, port and
starboard, so as to function with
a pair of cheek blocks mounted
alongside the pilothouse for
making up to a barge with the
push knees. Wide side decks
provide a safe work space for the
deckhand. A towing bitt is
mounted on the after deck.
Heavy bollards are mounted on
both sides for mooring and for working barges or other equipment. Lifting pad eyes are built into
the tugs' structure. D-Rubber fendering surrounds the hull, including the chine, and is mounted on
the push knees that extend below the waterline. The wheelhouse has overhead windows for
working alongside ships. (Source: MarineLog)
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2018: A

YEAR OF TUG ADVANCEM ENTS

Welcome to my 2018 preview of the
global tugboat sector. This year we
will see the fruition of the
innovations in tug technology and
operations developed in 2017. There
should also be innovations in power
and performance to look forward to.

Innovative
conventional

designs
tugboats A

trump

prime
example of innovative design is the
first commercial Carrousel Rave tug.
Multraship Towage and Salvage’s
Multratug 32 harbour tug is set to
commence commercial operations in the Benelux area. It combines Voith propulsion in an inline
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configuration with a Robert Allan-designed low-drag hull and a carrousel towing system developed
by Novatug. If Multratug 32 and its sister tug Multratug 33 successfully demonstrate their
operational benefits, there could be a clamour from other tug operators to order similarly designed
tugboats. There are other tug design innovations that could also gain success, but most of these are
variants of existing designs, except perhaps the powerhouse tug concept. We highlighted this design
from an independent Asian naval architect in the fourth quarter 2017 issue of Tug Technology &
Business. There are applications where having a powerhouse tug and barge unit would make sense,
because of the low initial capital expenditure required. Higher power speculative newbuilding In
2018, we will see shipyards building more speculative newbuildings with bollard pulls of more than
80 tonnes, and perhaps up to 90 tonnes as they recognise that owners need more powerful tugs.
There are commercial opportunities for shipyards and owners in this growing trend. Tugs of up to 90
tonnes bollard pull will be needed to handle the largest container ships, which have reached
capacities of 22,000 TEU, and the growing number of liquefied natural gas (LNG) import and export
terminals. LNG carriers cannot wait on weather and nor can tankers, thus there will be pressure on
tugs to operate around the clock in some of the toughest weather and sea conditions to provide
escort and ship handling services. All this leads to design innovation. LNG versus hybrid Other
innovations around tugboat design and construction will come from owners turning to alternative
fuels and energy storage devices. I
expect the drive for LNG-fuelled
tugs will come from those
operating in LNG hubs, such as
Singapore, where new tugboats are
set to be introduced in 2018.
Elsewhere, there will be a drive by
owners to introduce hybrid
propulsion
systems
on
newbuildings. These incorporate
diesel-electric engines and battery
packs, which can be combined to
provide enough power during towage operations. But, during general harbour operations and idle
periods tugs can be powered by batteries alone. Hybrid propulsion technology can include electric
drives, DC hubs and permanent magnet motors to drive highly efficient thrusters. Salvage advances
With more giant-sized container ships on the world’s seas, comes more risk of groundings and
maritime accidents. As a few accidents in 2017 showed, a grounded 22,000 TEU container ship holds
huge risks to a salvor. There is the risk that even a fleet of tugs will not be able to refloat one of these
huge box ships. We may also see our first maritime accident involving an LNG-fuelled ship, not
necessarily an LNG carrier, but one of the growing number of commercial ships running on gas. As
we highlighted in 2017, an LNG-fuelled ship would pose considerable risk and challenges to salvors
if it crashed. To counter these risks, salvage companies are likely to generate new advances, order
more powerful tugs and deliver for the shipping community. If only this investment was recognised
by shipowners and insurers. A drive on tug safety A run of accidents involving tugs and pilot boats
shows there needs to be improvements in maritime safety, whether this comes from re-education of
tugboat crews, changes to towage guidance, or methods of transferring pilots. Changes need to come
for the safety of the towage and tugboat industry worldwide. It is not just a regional problem. There
were reports of fatal accidents from around the world in 2017. This must stop in 2018. For the safety
of tugboat crews, pilots and other seafarers there needs to be a drive to improve towage and pilot
transfer safety in 2018. (Source: Tug Technology and Business; Photo: Multratug 32-Wim Kosten-

maritimephoto.com)
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P OLAR B JØRN

TO THE SCRAPYARD

It is reported that the Norwegian
registered with call sign LEWH tug
Polar Bjørn (Imo 5346447) was sold to
the breakers at Revsnes. The tug was
built in 1962 by P.K. Harris & Sons
Ltd – Appledore; Great Britain and
delivered to Trafik A/B GrängesbergOxelösund – Stockholm; Sweden as
the Svarta Bjørn. In 2011 she was sold
to Tromsø and renamed Polar Bjørn
owned and managed by Barents Tug
A/S – Alta; Norway. She has a length
35.00 mtrs a beam of 9.00 mtrs and a
depth of 4.30 mtrs. The two GM Cleveland diesel engines rated a total output of 1,640 bhp and a free
sailing speed of 11 knots. (Source: Vesseltracker)

F IRST

TIME

- E N AV ANT 1

TOWING

O SPREY T RADER

AT

V ALLETTA

The 2005 built Dutch registered
with call sign PHDP tugboat En
Avant 1 (Imo 9342102) known as
the formerly DMS World was
seen towing the 5,193 ton flat
top barge Osprey Trader loaded
with Bahr Essalam OilField
Module assisted by the 2002
Spanish built tugboat En Avant
10 with Capt Nils Sandifort at
the helm entering Valletta, Malta
for the first time on Monday 8th
January, 2018. The tug is owned
by Tebra Beheer B.V. –
Dordrecht; Netherlands and managed by Rederij T. Muller B.V. – Dordrecht; Netherlands. She has a
length of 26.09 mtrs a beam of 7,94 mtrs and a depth of 4.05 mtrs. The two Caterpillar engines rated
an total output of 2,611 kW (3,550 bhp) with a free sailing speed of 12.5 knots and a bollard pull of
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49 tons. The Damen StanTug 2608 hull was built by Zvezdochka State Machine-Building Enterprise
– Severodvinsk; Russia. And fitted out at the Scheepswerf Damen BV – Gorichem; Netherlands
under yard number 509808 and delivered to Damen Marine Services BV – Hardinxveld-Giessendam
as DMS World. Chartered to van Oord for the Globe project at Dubai. In 2009 chartered to MTS
Group at Falmouth and from 2011 to Tebra Beheer. (Photo: Capt. Lawrence Dalli
-

www.maltashipphotos.com)

T UG S AFETY T RAI NING O FFERED

AT

P ORT

OF

M ILFORD H AVEN

A powerful virtual-reality ship
simulation system, operated by
the Port of Milford Haven is
running courses to train tug boat
operators from across Britain.
The Navigation Suite, based at
Milford Waterfront, creates
highly
realistic
computergenerated versions of any port in
the world, giving trainees the
opportunity to take the controls
of any vessel, including tugboats,
to practice scenarios. Tug
skippers from Williams Marine
Services and Teignmouth Harbor Commission spent two days undertaking theory based safety
training and working on simulated ‘as real’ scenarios within the port. Training focused on the
dangers around small conventional tug handling, the importance of good communication between
pilots and tug handlers, and working in poor weather conditions. Harbourmaster and Chief
Executive Officer at Teignmouth Harbor Commission, Commander David Vaughan, put some of his
team through the course, “Our employees returned from the course with nothing but praise for an
excellent, well run and well-presented course. There has been a gap in the market for this kind of
training for small port tug operators which has now been filled.” Steve Hardcastle, Deputy
Harbormaster at the Port of Milford Haven, manages the simulation suite. “This facility enables
maritime professionals to get bespoke training in a safe environment,” said Steve. “The cutting-edge
technology means that any type of incident can be replicated in any location. The suite is operated
by marine professionals and pilots and who have experienced the scenarios that are presented during
the exercises, so they are well placed to oversee the training. This course is overseen by David
Brown of DB Marine, a very experienced tug professional.” Built using MARIN’s latest software,
DOLPHIN, the navigation suite can introduce additional environmental and hydrodynamic forces,
and gives Tug Masters or Boat Masters the opportunity to carry out the towage of single or multiple
barge movements either pulling, pushing or ‘hipped up’ depending on the size of the barge or
pontoon. They work in simulated form on small and some larger ships understanding and realizing
the dangers of connecting up, girting and under the bow towage. (Source: MarineLink)

PSA M ARINE

TUG S TO SUPPOR T

LNG

SHIPS IN

B ANGLADESH

PSA Marine Bangladesh Pte. Ltd., a subsidiary of PSA Marine, has been awarded a 15-year contract
from Summit LNG Terminal Co. Limited (Summit LNG) to offer support services to LNG ships
calling at Summit LNG FSRU terminal in Bangladesh. Under the deal, PSA will provide berthing,
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mooring, pilot and personnel
transfer services to LNG ships
calling at the LNG FSRU
terminal, with its three escort
tugboats, one fast crew boat
and one offshore supply vessel.
This
contract marks the
commencement of a long-term
partnership, the companies
said in a joint statement.
Operations are to commence
in early 2019. Mr. Muhammed
Aziz Khan, Chairman of SPI commented: “Bangladesh requires 15 million tons of LNG and Summit
will provide infrastructure for that. For our first project of LNG, we are pleased to bring on board
PSA Marine, a pre-eminent marine services provider, to support our venture to develop region’s fast
growing LNG market.” In 2017, Summit LNG received a concession from Petrobangla, Bangladesh’s
state-owned company, to develop a floating LNG terminal facility comprising of a storage and
regasification unit connected to shore by a six-kilometre subsea pipeline, on a build, own, operate,
transfer basis in Moheskhali, Cox’s Bazar to supply approximately 500 million cubic feet per day of
natural gas to the national grid. This project is part of SPI’s USD 1 billion investment programme to
deliver 1,000 MW of power and gas in Bangladesh. (Source: Green4Sea)
Advertisement

ACCIDENTS – SALVAGE NEWS
I RANI AN TANKER BURNS
C HINA ; 32 MI SSI NG

AFTER COLLISION WITH BULK CARRIER OF

A tanker carrying Iranian oil and run by the country’s top oil shipping operator was ablaze and
spewing cargo into the East China Sea on Sunday after colliding with a Chinese bulk ship, leaving its
32 crew members missing, the Chinese government said. Thick clouds of dark smoke could be seen
billowing out of the Sanchi tanker, engulfing the vessel as rescue efforts were hampered by bad
weather and fire on and around the ship, Mohammad Rastad, head of Iran’s Ports and Maritime
Organisation, told Iranian television. The Sanchi collided with the CF Crystal about 160 nautical
miles off the coast near Shanghai and the mouth of the Yangtze River Delta on Saturday evening,
the Chinese Ministry of Transportation said in a statement. The Panama-registered tanker was
sailing from Iran to South Korea, carrying 136,000 tonnes of condensate, an ultra light crude. That is
equivalent to just under 1 million barrels, worth about $60 million, based on global crude oil prices.
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“Sanchi is floating and
burning as of now,” the
ministry said. “There is an oil
slick and we are pushing
forward with rescue efforts.”
State media CCTV showed
pictures of the tanker ablaze
and billowing plumes of thick
dark smoke. It had sent four
rescue ships and three
cleaning boats to the site by 9
a.m. (0100 GMT) on Sunday,
it added. South Korea also
sent a ship and helicopter to
help. A Korean Coast Guard
official confirmed the tanker was still raging at 1 p.m. (0500 GMT). He declined to be identified as
he was not authorised to speak to the media. The tanker’s 32 crew members were all Iranian
nationals except for two Bangladeshi nationals, the Chinese transport ministry said. “There is a wide
perimeter of flames around the vessel because of the spillage and search and rescue efforts are being
carried out with difficulty,” Rastad said. “Unfortunately, up to this moment, there is no news of the
crew,” he said. CF Crystal’s 21 crew members, all Chinese nationals, were rescued and the ship
suffered “non-critical” damage, China’s transport ministry said. It was not immediately clear how
much environmental damage had been caused or the volume of oil spilled into the sea. The last
major oil tanker disaster was the sinking of the Prestige off Spain in November 2002, which caused
one of Europe’s worst environmental catastrophes. About 63,000 tonnes of fuel oil leaked into the
Atlantic, damaging beaches in France, Spain and Portugal and forcing the closure of Spain’s richest
fishing grounds. Major Maritime Incident The incident also marked the first major maritime
incident involving an Iranian tanker since the lifting of international sanctions on Iran in January
2016. There was a collision involving an NITC-operated supertanker in the Singapore Strait in
August 2016, but there was no loss of life or pollution. The Chinese government gave no details of
the size of the spill. The Foreign Ministry said in a separate statement that the cause of the incident
was under investigation. Reuters ship tracking data shows Sanchi was built in 2008 and was
managed by the National Iranian Tanker Co (NITC). Its registered owner is Bright Shipping Ltd. It
was due to arrive at Daesan in South Korea from Kharg Island in Iran on Sunday, according to
Reuters ship tracking. The Sanchi tanker, leased by Hanwha Total Petrochemical Co Ltd, had “valid
foreign insurance”, Iranian oil ministry spokesman Kasra Nouri told Iran’s state television. Hanwha
Total was not immediately available for comment. Sanchi collided with CF Crystal, registered in
Hong Kong, which was carrying 64,000 tonnes of grain from the United States to China’s southern
province of Guangdong, the government said. CF Crystal, which was built in 2011, was due to arrive
in China on Jan. 10, according to Reuters ship tracking data. Watch the video HERE (Source:

gCaptain; Reporting by Meng Meng and Josephine Mason; Additional reporting from Yuna Park and
Jane Chung in SEOUL, Jonathan Saul in LONDON and Dubai Newsroom; Editing by Himani Sarkar/
Clarence Fernandez/Susan Fenton (c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2018.)

R EMOVAL

OF CONTAINERS HAS RESUMED

Work on the "Kea Trader" has been resumed last week after an improvement of the weather, and
after 179 days on the Durand Reef off Maré, the work has progressed significantly. Despite signs of
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hull weakness, helicopter daily
flights as well as sightings in the
immediate vicinity of the vessel
by low draft tugs still do not
show trace of pollution. The risk
of a major pollution by
hydrocarbons has been clearly
discarded.
Small
quantities,
difficult to estimate, remained in
some inaccessible parts of the
wreck The risk of a minor
pollution will remain, in spite of
the constant efforts of pumping and skimming carried out on board as soon as the meteorological
conditions allow it. The anti-pollution company Briggs has been recalibrated and strengthened, in
particular to be better able to handle small releases, and to recover any floating debris. The bunkers
of heavy fuel, which were pumped in early August, have been completely emptied and cleaned.
Ardent has removed about 150 cubic meters of electronic equipment, mattresses, furniture, annexes,
etc. The unloading of the containers in the cargo hold number 2 has resumed. Until Jan 5, eight out
of 88 boxes have been extracted. Each was then cut into three pieces, which were transported by
helicopter to a nearby barge, a process that took time. There were still 99 containers on the Kea
Trader, 86 of which were empty. (Source: Vesseltracker; Photo: FANC)
Advertisement

T UG

RECOVERED RUNAWAY BARGES

The "En Avant 9" recovered four barges in the
night of Jan 6, 2018, which had broken lose
from their anchorage at Bergsche Veld in the
Hollandsch Diep. The barges had drifted
against a pillar of the old railway bridge
between Dordrecht and Moerdijk. ProRail
stopped the train traffic on the bridge
timewise, ship traffic was affected too. In the
morning of Jan 7 the situation was under
control again. (Source: Vesseltracker; Photo:

ZHZ Actueel)
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B URNING

OIL TANKER S ANCHI MAY EXPLODE AN D SINK AS BODY FOUND
IN SEARCH FO R MI SSIN G CREW
The Sanchi collided with another
commercial ship CF Crystal off the
Chinese coast, sparking a search for
the missing 32 crew members. The
body of a crew member has been
found on a burning oil tanker off
China's east coast. The victim was
among 30 Iranians and two
Bangladeshis missing after the
tanker Sanchi collided with a grain
ship 160 miles off Shanghai on
Saturday. Alireza Irvash, from Iran's consulate in Shanghai, told Iranian state broadcaster IRIB that
the body had been found three or four miles from the tanker and "cannot be easily identified", even
though the victim was wearing a fire safety vest. The other Sanchi crew members have not yet been
found. Meanwhile, experts are trying to bring the fire under control and contain the leaking oil,
amid concerns the ship might explode and sink. The Sanchi had been travelling from Iran to South
Korea, carrying 136,000 tons (nearly one million barrels) of condensate, a sort of ultra-light oil.
Condensate is very low density, highly toxic and more explosive than normal crude. Most types of
condensate are colourless and virtually odourless, making them difficult to see and contain after a
spill. According to the South Korean Coast Guard, much of the condensate may have evaporated or
burned immediately, but the Sanchi's own fuel - which will be heavier - will be more difficult to
deal with. There are concerns that marine life in the area is at risk from the spill, which could be the
worst tanker oil spill since 1991. Rescuers from three countries - China, South Korea and the US (P8A aircraft attached to the ‘Fighting Tigers’ of Patrol Squadron EIGHT (VP-8).) - are trying to find
the missing crew. The flames and poisonous gases coming from the wreck are making the search
difficult, however. Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said: "Conditions...are not that
favourable for search and rescue work." (Source: Reuters©)

C ARGO

SHI P SANK AFTER COLLISION ,

SEA
Cargo ship Jiarong36 was hit by
fishing vessel Minxiayu01829
at night Jan 6 off Wenzhou,
China,
East
China
sea.
Jiarong36 capsized and sank,
fishing vessel sustained bow
damages, said to be not serious.
Jiarong36 12 crew were
rescued by vessels in the
vicinity. Jiarong36 was in load
at the time of an accident.
Photos of capsized Jiarong36,
damaged bow of fishing vessel,
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and crew rescue, provided by Wenzhou Maritime Administration. Cargo ship Jiarong36, MMSI
413474860, dwt 4131, flag China. (Source: Maritime Bulletin)
Advertisement

E LEKTRA

ON THE BEACH

The "Elektra" was being
stranded on the beach
of the Pontang district
in western Java, west of
Jakarta, since midDecember
2017,
seemingly abandoned
by crew and owner. The
ship turned into a local
attraction, with feebased sightseeing trips
by local boats. The tanker was in ballast, there was no information on how she ended up on the
beach, what happened to the crew, and if there were any plans of salvage. Product tanker Elektra,
IMO 9016507, dwt 1600, built 1991, flag Indonesia, manager Jagad Energy PT. (Source:

Vesseltracker).

FERRY SMASH 70

PEOPLE RESCUED AFTER PASSENG ER FERRY
CRASHES NEAR TOURIST ISLAND IN A TLANTIC O CEAN
Brave rescue workers saved all passengers and crew on board the vessel which crashed in Azores,
Portugal. SEVENTY people have been dramatically rescued after a passenger ferry ran aground on
rocks in the Portuguese region of Azores. The 61 passengers and nine crew were evacuated from the
stricken ship using a raft that was towed to shore by a semi-inflatable dinghy. All passengers and
crew from the ferry, which ran aground in Azores, were successfully rescued. The alarm was
sounded around 9.30am local time when the passenger ferry Mestre Simao, which carries up to 300
people in peak season, was pushed towards rocks at the entrance to the port of Madalena on the
popular holiday island of Pico. The ship, operated by Atlantico Line, was covering the route
between Horta on the island of Faial, one of the nine islands that make up the Azores archipelago,
and Madalena. Coastguards and marine police were immediately mobilised and ambulances put on
standby. The rescue operation lasted around 30 minutes. Horta port captain Rafael da Silva
confirmed around midday today that no-one had needed hospital treatment, although Madalena’s
mayor Jose Antonio Soares said some people had been taken to a local health centre after suffering
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panic attacks. Mr da Silva said: “I can confirm all 61 passengers and crew members are safe and
sound and on dry land. “It’s natural some people felt frightened as it’s an experience that can be
traumatic as you can imagine but everyone is okay which is the main thing.” The incident happened
during a yellow weather warning for the area and is thought to have occurred after the vessel was
pushed onto rocks by strong waves, although a prior technical fault has not been ruled out. Local
reports said water had started seeping inside the vessel when rescue teams reached it to take
passengers off the ship, and the hull was badly damaged. Pico and Faial make up a central group of
four islands that form the nine major Azorean islands. The archipelago extends for more than 370
miles. All the islands have volcanic origin. Mount Pico, on the island of Pico, is the highest point in
Portugal. The islands have long been popular with tourists looking to visit their natural assets,
although the typical visitors are keen walkers who are not big on beach holidays. The nationalities
of those involved in this morning’s drama is unknown and it was not immediately clear if there were
any holidaymakers on board the ferry. Local Nina Ferreira said: “The ferry came from Faial and was
due to stop in Madalena on Pico and then continue to the neighbouring island of Sao Jorge before it
ran aground. “They’re saying one of the engines failed and the waves pushed it onto the rocks.”

(Source: The Sun)

OFFSHORE NEWS
N EW MH370

SEARCH BEGINS

The Malaysian government has approved a new search program for the missing Malaysia Airlines
Flight MH370. The plane went missing in the Indian Ocean on March 8, 2014 during a flight from
Kuala Lumpur to Beijing with 239 people on board. The official, $200 million search for the plane
continued for 1,046 days until January 17, 2017 when it was suspended in accordance with a
decision made by the governments of Malaysia, Australia and China. The Australian Transport
Safety Bureau released its final report in October last year, saying it is "almost inconceivable" the
aircraft has not been found. The U.S.-based company Ocean Infinity has now sent the multi-purpose
offshore vessel Seabed Constructor to search an area of around 25,000 square kilometers (9,600
square miles). The Ocean Infinity offer has been accepted on a no cure, no pay basis, said Malaysian
Transport Minister Liow Tiong Lai on Saturday. The initial surface search and the subsequent
underwater search for the missing plane were the largest searches of their type in aviation history.
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The 52 days of the surface
search involving aircraft and
surface vessels covered an area
of several million square
kilometers. The underwater
search
started
with
a
bathymetry
survey
which
continued
as
required
throughout the underwater
search and has mapped a total
of 710,000 square kilometers of
Indian Ocean seafloor, the
largest ever single hydrographic survey. The high resolution sonar search covered an area in excess
of 120,000 square kilometers, also the largest ever search or survey of its kind. There were no
transmissions received from the aircraft after the first 38 minutes of the flight. Systems designed to
automatically transmit the aircraft’s position including the transponder and the aircraft
communications addressing and reporting system failed to transmit the aircraft’s position after this
time. Subsequent analysis of radar and satellite communication data revealed the aircraft had
actually continued to fly for a further seven hours. Its last position was positively fixed at the
northern tip of Sumatra by the surveillance systems operating that night, six hours before it ended
the flight in the southern Indian Ocean. Re-analysis of satellite imagery taken on March 23, 2014
has identified a range of objects which may be MH370 debris. This analysis identifies an area of less
than 25,000 square kilometers which has the highest likelihood of containing MH370. Watch the
video HERE (Source: Marex)
Advertisement

N EW VESSEL
N ORTH S EA

SHARING SC HEME LAUNCHED FOR

C ENTRAL & N ORTHERN

Peterson and partners Maersk Oil North Sea UK Limited, Petrofac, and Dana Petroleum have
launched a new vessel sharing scheme for the Central and Northern North Sea (CNNS) region.
Peterson said on Friday that the vessel pool, launched in July, was operating out of the company’s
Waterloo Quay facility in Aberdeen. The vessel pool currently has two weekly sailings serving four
assets – Maersk Oil’s Gryphon and Global Producer III (GPIII) FPSOs, Dana’s Triton FPSO, and the
FPF-1 of which Petrofac is a duty holder. This approach sees Peterson acting as an independent
facilitator and as a vessel charterer. “The ‘Steering Group’ allows elected representatives from each
of the partners to come together to set the high-level pooling strategy and ensure each operator is
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fully and equally represented
to ensure their needs can be
properly planned into the port
schedule,” Peterson said. The
CNNS pool is maximizing
efficiency through combining
volumes, distance and capacity,
increased
flexibility
in
schedules,
minimizing
exposure to the environment
by
dramatically
reducing
sailing distances and vessels
while delivering costs savings.
Chris Coull, regional director
for Peterson, said: “We are
delighted to be working with like-minded, visionary companies who see the value in sharing
resources and are pleased to be acting as pool facilitators and enabling the principle of a CNNS pool
to come to reality. “We are looking forward to expanding our offering and have built our model in a
way that we can easily expand as the market demand increases to include more pool partners.” Les
Mills, corporate logistics superintendent at Petrofac, said: “Reducing the cost of operations in the
UKCS is a collective industry responsibility and Petrofac is absolutely committed to playing its part.
Reducing the number of vessel voyages has many advantages. Fewer vessel movements minimises
safety risks, reduces emissions and lowers costs for the vessel charterer and share partners.” (Source:

Offshore Energy Today)

B LUESTREAM

IS EXPANDI NG ITS
BUSI NESS GROWTH

ROV- FLEET

TO SUPPORT FUT URE

Netherlands-based Bluestream, one of the
leading independent providers of innovative
inspection, construction and refurbishment /
decommissioning services to the oil, gas and
renewable energy sector, is to immediately
increase its fleet of 18 compact Work Class
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)
systems by another two additional systems
to meet ongoing customer demand. Both
ROV systems, a Seaeye Panther-XT Plus and
a Seaeye Cougar XT, are fitted with a Tether
Management System (TMS), and are able to
be operated from hazardous zoned areas on
both platforms and FPSO’s. The systems are fully adapted to the high quality Bluestream standards
and ready to execute the first contracts in the North Sea as from February 2018. The Panther-XT Plus
is the most powerful compact work class ROV in the world. Fitted with ten powerful thrusters it is
the benchmark for electric work ROVs and challenges heavier and more costly hydraulic vehicles,
particularly where deck space is at a premium. The Panther-XT Plus combines the capability of
precision manipulative tasks with operation in high currents, whilst maintaining a very compact
package and footprint and is rated to depths of 1000 metres. The Seaeye Cougar-XT is a compact,
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highly flexible and extremely powerful electric ROV making it ideal for work tasks including light
construction projects, pipeline survey and IRM to depths of 2000 metres. “The past few years have
seen customers recognise the difference in the quality of service we provide. Our ever expanding fleet
of now 20 vehicles allows Bluestream to continue to deliver this service to even more customers
globally. Along with these state of the art ROV systems, Bluestream provides highly-experienced
personnel trained at our own in-house training facility,” says Rob de Brouwer, responsible for the
ROV operations commenting on this latest investment supporting future business growth of the
company. (Press Release)
Advertisement

S EISMIC

REVIEW
DYSFUNCTIONAL ’

PROCES S

IS

‘ FLAWED ,

ARBITRARY

AND

A report by the Government
Accountability Office in the US
agrees with sentiment long felt by
the offshore oil and gas industry
that permits for seismic surveys
are
unnecessarily
delayed.
National
Ocean
Industries
Association (NOIA) president
Randall Luthi issued a statement
following the release of the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report. “The GAO report released by House Natural
Resources Committee chairman Rob Bishop (R-UT) reveals what the offshore energy industry has
been saying all along – the permitting process for seismic research is flawed, arbitrary and
dysfunctional. “Bureaucratic and intentional foot-dragging has prevented a timely and objective
appraisal of modern offshore seismic permits, putting the exploration and development of affordable
and reliable energy that Americans rely on at risk,” said Mr Luthi. “NOIA thanks chairman Bishop for
his leadership in illuminating the permitting process and hopes that this report opens the door for
action at the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
to correct the process. “NOIA stands ready to work with Congress in passing the SECURE American
Energy Act, which will cut regulatory red tape and improve the seismic permitting system in a way
that preserves environmental safeguards while allowing for the development of our vital offshore
energy resources.” GAO undertook the study for a number of reasons. Offshore seismic surveys
provide federal agencies and other entities with a wide range of data, from research on fault zones to
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geology that may indicate the presence of oil and gas. Companies seeking to conduct such surveys to
find oil and gas resources in the outer continental shelf (OCS) must obtain a permit from BOEM –
which oversees offshore oil and gas activities. Manmade sources of ocean noise, such as seismic
surveys, may harm marine mammals. Entities whose activities may cause the taking of marine
mammals, which includes harassing or injuring an animal, may obtain incidental take authorisations
for seismic surveys from NMFS or FWS, depending on the potentially affected species. GAO was
asked to provide information on the seismic permitting process. The report examined: BOEM’s
review process, the number of permit applications reviewed from 2011 through 2016, and its review
timeframes. NMFS’s and FWS’s review process, the number of incidental take authorisation
applications reviewed from 2011 through 2016, and their review timeframes, among other objectives.
GAO reviewed laws and regulations and agency documents, analysed data on applications to BOEM,
NMFS, and FWS, and interviewed agency officials. It is recommending that both NMFS and FWS
develop guidance clarifying how and when staff should record review dates of incidental take
authorisation applications and analyse how long the reviews take. GAO said NMFS agreed and FWS
partially agreed with its recommendations. BOEM’s process and timeframes for reviewing seismic
survey applications differ by region along the OCS. From 2011 through 2016, BOEM reviewed 297
applications and issued 264 seismic survey permits, and the reviews’ timeframes differed by region.
As part of the process, BOEM may require approved ‘incidental take’ authorisations from the NMFS
or FWS, given the possibility such surveys may disturb or injure marine mammals. BOEM does not
have statutory review timeframe requirements for issuing permits, and officials said the agency starts
its formal review once it determines that an application is complete. In some cases, the agency issued
a permit on the same day it determined an application was complete. NMFS and FWS follow a similar
general process for reviewing incidental take authorisation applications related to seismic survey
activities. From 2011 through 2016, NMFS and FWS reviewed 35 and approved 28 such applications
across the three OCS regions, including some authorisations related to BOEM permits as well as
research seismic surveys not associated with BOEM permits. NMFS was unable to provide accurate
data for the dates the agency determines an application is adequate and complete and FWS does not
record this date. For example, based on GAO’s review of NMFS data, in at least two cases, the date
NMFS recorded the application had been determined adequate and complete was after the date when
the proposed authorisation was published in the Federal Register. “Federal internal control standards
call for agencies to use quality information,” said GAO. “Without guidance on how to accurately
record review dates, agencies and applicants will continue to have uncertainty around review
timeframes. “Further, under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the agencies are to review one type
of incidental take authorisation application – incidental harassment authorisation applications –
within 120 days of receiving an application for such authorisations. “NMFS and FWS have not
conducted an analysis of their review timeframes. Not conducting such an analysis is inconsistent
with federal internal control standards that call for agency management to design control activities to
achieve objectives and respond to risks. “Without analysing the review timeframes for incidental
harassment authorisation applications and comparing them to statutory review timeframes, NMFS
and FWS are unable to determine whether they are meeting their objectives to complete reviews in
the 120-day statutory timeframe.” (Source: Offshore Support Journal)

OOS

I NTERNATIONAL

ACQ UIRE S

NEWBUILD

SEMI - SUBMERSI BLE

ACCOMMODATION UNIT
A semi-submersible accommodation unit originally contracted by Ocean Challenger Pte Ltd has been
acquired by fast-expanding OOS International. OOS International is sending the semi-submersible
accommodation vessel, which it has named OOS Tiradentes (the former CR-600) to operate in the
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Brazilian market. The new unit is
due to depart from Yantai in China
in February 2018 and be stationed
in Brazil under contract with
Petrobras. The company said “The
platform, developed in China by
CIMC Raffles, represents an
important step in our strategy of
adding capacity, reducing fuel
consumption and saving on costs to
meet the clients’ needs.” OOS
Tiradentes is a self-propelled unit equipped with electrically-driven cranes with a capacity up to 2 x
60 tonnes and accommodation for 600 people. The vessel has a dynamic positioning system in
accordance with DP3 requirements and offers safe access to and from an offshore installation using a
Marine Aluminium telescopic gangway. “OOS International would like to thank CIMC Raffles for
making this possible. We look forward to a continuous strong business partnership in the future,” said
the Dutch company. (Source: Offshore Support Journal)
Advertisement

E IDESVIK

SECURES WORK FOR TWO VESSELS
Norwegian
shipping
company Eidesvik
Offshore has
signed a letter of intent for charter
contract for two vessels for the rest
of 2018. Eidesvik said on Monday it
has signed a letter of intent with
Seabed Geosolution, a provider of
ocean
bottom
seismic
(OBS)
solutions to the global oil and gas
industry. The agreement is for the
use of the multi-purpose support
vessel Subsea Viking and for the use
of the seismic vessel Vantage. The
contracts are scheduled to start
ultimo January to primo February
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and the duration is expected to last for the rest of the year. The commercial terms remained
confidential between the parties. The Subsea Viking is of a VS 4103 MPSV design built in 1999
by Umoe Sterkoder AS, Kristiansund. (Source: Offshore Energy Today)

L ISTED

ACCO MMO DATION
RECOVERY

PROVI DER

IN

GOOD

SHA PE

FOR

MARKET

The new reality in the offshore oil
and gas market has not been kind
to many firms – that is as true of
the
offshore
accommodation
market as any segment, but Prosafe
sees a more promising outlook
longer term. Prosafe remains the
only listed pure play offshore
accommodation company in the
world and has been through a
process of restructuring that has
seen it streamline operations significantly. In a recent presentation, it highlighted the fact that key
market indicators are positive – the oil price is up (Brent crude was at US$68/barrel as of early
January 2018), breakeven levels are down and the oil industry is cash positive. Moreover, as a mid to
late cyclical company, Prosafe should benefit from several demand drivers across the value chain in a
recovering market. It has achieved a significant reduction in run rate and recognised impairment
charges in Q3 2017. More problematic for the company is that it has several newbuilds under
construction, the orders for which date from before the downturn. Negotiations with Cosco
regarding Safe Nova, Safe Vega and Safe Eurus are ongoing, and the company extended a standstill
agreement with Cosco related to Safe Nova and Safe Vega until December 2017. More recently, the
standstill agreement for Safe Nova and Safe Vega was extended until 20 April 2018. It continues to
focus on value creation potential from financing terms, price and timing of the delivery of the vessels
and retains the right to cancel Safe Nova and Safe Vega newbuild contracts and claim a refund of
instalments plus interest equal to approximately US$60M, which is secured by Bank of China.
Towards the end of 2017, Prosafe extended a standstill agreement with Cosco for Safe Eurus, which is
in a preserved ‘strategic stacking’ mode. Negotiations continue with Cosco to find a workable
commercial solution. In the December 2017 presentation, Prosafe said nine tenders were ongoing for
2017 through 2019 and that its prospect list with three-year lookout remains at a relatively high
level. At that time, it had 18 prospects with high probability of going to tender, the majority from
2018 onwards. Looking at the North Sea market, Prosafe said it sees prospects developing from 2019
onwards. For the time being, tendering activity is low due to low and deferred operator spending.
Longer term, it expects increased tendering and contracts related to supporting accumulating
maintenance backlog and modification work. In Brazil, the company also anticipates tender activity
in the long term. It noted that Petrobras’ technical specifications for accommodation units have
evolved significantly in the last few years. It now has some of the highest requirements of any
operator – a trend that is advantageous to Prosafe given its focus on high-spec semi-submersibles. It
also anticipates tender activity in the Brazilian market in response to address vessel shortage. It
expects Mexico to become a strong market longer term and noted that ageing infrastructure will
mean an ongoing demand for maintenance. Currently, only five vessels are active there, and in
future, like Petrobras in Brazil, Pemex is expected to demand better-quality, high-end vessels.
Longer-term demand is also expected from other E&P companies now positioning themselves in the
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Mexican market in connection with farm-out projects. Wagenborg bags long-term deal in North Sea
Wagenborg Offshore has been awarded a six-year contract to provide walk-to-work services in the
southern North Sea. The contract will see Wagenborg Offshore support Nederlandse Aardolie
Maatschappij and Shell UK Exploration & Production with walk-to-work and emergency response
and rescue vessel services. Under the terms of the deal, the Ulstein-designed PX121 PSV Blue Queen
will be operated by Wagenborg Offshore as a standby and support vessel for inspection and
maintenance of unmanned platforms in Dutch and British waters. The vessel is due to be delivered to
Wagenborg Offshore in March 2018 and will begin operations in Q1 2018. (Source: Offshore Support

Journal)
Advertisement

A QUEOS S UPPO RTS P IPELINE I NSTALLATION P ROJECT
M EXI CO

IN

G ULF

OF

Subsea Services provider Aqueos
Corporation has been awarded a
contract from an international
contractor
for
a
pipeline
installation project located in the
Gulf of Mexico. The contract,
which started in December 2017
and will be completed in the first
half of 2018, will support
shallow-water
pipeline
installations in water depths up to
30 meters. The work scope will
utilize the Aqueos SPLASH DSV
with surface dive teams utilizing
its jet propulsion and built-in NITROX diving system. This project will be supported by Aqueos’
project management team based in Broussard, Louisiana. Ted Roche, president and CEO, said: “The
team and I are excited about this contract win. It reinforces the significance of utilizing technology to
mitigate risk. “SPLASH is well suited for this operation in both a moored and a live-boat mode. With
our experienced crews, can-do attitude, and excellent safety record, we are extremely confident that
we will exceed our customer’s expectations.” (Source: Subsea World News)

K REUZ S UBSEA L ANDS H ISTORIC D EAL

WITH

L&T

Kreuz Subsea said it has been awarded its most financially significant contract in the company’s
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history. It will see the firm
mobilise five vessels to deliver
subsea completion works for
Larsen & Toubro (L&T) from the
start of 2018. The contract, which
is worth an undisclosed eightfigure sum, will see Kreuz Subsea
supporting L&T to install all riser
clamps, risers, crossing works, tieins, subsea trenching and hydrotesting of pipelines which are part
of the Oil & Natural Gas
Corporation’s (ONGC) pipeline
replacement project (PRP4) and
Daman field development projects
off the west coast of India. The
five vessels to be utilised throughout the campaign in the Mumbai High and Daman fields in the
Mumbai offshore region, include the DP2 purpose-built SURF vessel, Kreuz Installer, and the diving
support and construction work barge, Kreuz Supporter. Kreuz Subsea chief executive officer, AJ Jain,
said: “Securing a contract of this size and with a major company like L&T is a fantastic achievement
for the whole team at Kreuz and sets a record in the company’s history. “The waters of Daman field
are known for experiencing very high tidal currents and near zero visibility. Being awarded this work
to ultimately support ONGC in the region reaffirms our reputation for providing flexible, safe
operations, dedicated and experienced personnel, as well as the ability to pass on great value to our
clients.” (Source: Subsea World News)

WG C OLUMBUS C OMPLETES G ARDARBANK H IGH S EISMIC S HOOT
NPD

FO R

The
Norwegian
Petroleum
Directorate
(NPD) has finalized
acquisition of about
4,500 kilometers of 2D
seismic data on the
Gardarbank
High,
offshore Norway. The
WesternGeco’s
vessel
WG Columbus acquired
the seismic data. “The
operation
was
very
successful; progress was
good and we were able to
acquire
the
entire
programme as planned,”
said Lars Jensen, the NPD’s project manager for the seismic acquisition. Gardarbank High is a
geological ridge located in the area between the Spitsbergen Bank and Hopen Deep. In the period
2012 to 2016, the NPD acquired modern seismic data in the eastern part of the Barents Sea North.
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The results of this work were presented in the spring of 2017. The 2017 acquisition on the
Gardarbank High is a western continuation of this mapping project, and the new data provides
improved seismic coverage, NPD said. The processing of the newly acquired seismic data is expected
to be completed in the third quarter. (Source: Subsea World News)
Advertisement

C HOUEST

AFFILIATE ANN O UNCES FORMATION OF SUBSEA PROJECTS

GROUP
C-Innovation LLC (C-I), an
affiliate of Edison Chouest
Offshore (ECO) and its
family of companies, has
announced the formation
of
a
turnkey
subsea projects
group.
Capable of providing a
complete
solution
to
its global customer base
without having to venture
outside the diverse and
large family of Chouest companies worldwide, the new group is based in ECO’s Houston office. “This
represents a significant milestone for C-I, and it helps solidify our reputation as a true turnkey
provider of subsea services with the backing and support of the diverse family of companies within
the ECO group,” David Sheetz, manager of C-I’s subsea division, said in a statement announcing the
group’s formation. Sheetz said that the vertical integration amongst the vast network of Chouest
affiliate companies provides a fully-integrated subsea solution for any complex project for customers.
This grouping of diverse services provides overall savings to the customer and allows for efficient
cradle-to-grave control of projects in the current tight market. “We are highly knowledgeable in all
aspects of subsea field engineering and design,” said Sheetz. “We know how to get components to the
sea floor and lay them out logically and efficiently to achieve the greatest result for the customer.” CI’s in-house project management team provides engineering support, procedure development and
review, project execution and final reporting requirements. And with access to ECO’s inventory of
mission-specific vessels, it provides greater flexibility in matching and scheduling of assets, and
ultimately, savings to the customer. Additionally, the diverse group of companies also includes
Chouest’s various port facilities, logistics company, tank cleaning services, shipyards and drydocks, all
located throughout the U.S. Gulf Coast and Brazil. With corporate headquarters in Mandeville, La.,
C-I’s advanced ROV capabilities provide a broad spectrum of support to subsea construction projects,
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as well as drilling, intervention, maintenance and heavy lift assignments. C-I was founded in 2007 to
meet the growing demand for advanced ROV operations in the Gulf of Mexico. It began expanding
into a highly diversified subsea construction group in 2010 supporting major marine oil and gas
operators worldwide. (Source: Workboat.com)

S EAMEC W INS N EW DSV C HARTER

WITH

IGOPL O FFSHORE

India-based provider of diver
support vessel services Seamec
has entered into a contract for
charter hire of vessel ‘Seamec
III’ with IGOPL Offshore. The
contract is for undertaking a job
in Mumbai high offshore, and
follows on a previous charter
hire by IGOPL in October last
year. According to Seamec, the
new charter is for firm period of
100 days with option for extension. The value of charter during firm period is USD 2.4 million. Built
in 1983, the 92.7 meters long Seamec III is scheduled to begin its contract around January 10, 2017.

(Source: Subsea World News)

EDT ARGONAUT

APPROACHING

V ALLETTA , M ALTA

The 1979 built Cyprus
registered with call sign P3ES7
offshore supply ship EDT
Argonaut (Imo 7810131) was
seen approaching Valletta,
Malta from Bahr Essalam
Field, offshore Libya on
Saturday 6th January, 2018.
The OSV is owned by Support
Offshore Marine – Limmasol;
Cyprus and managed by EDT
Shipmanagement
Ltd.
–
Limmasol; Cyprus. She has a
grt of 387 tons and a dwt of
471 tons and is classed DNV-GL. She is the former Langhavn till 1997. She has a length of 42 mtrs a
beam of 9 mtrs and a draught of 3.30 mtrs. (Photo: Capt. Lawrence Dalli
-

www.maltashipphotos.com)

VOS PATIENCE

LEAVING

V ALLETTA , M ALTA

The 2017 built Dutch registered with call sign PDGJ platform supply ship VOS Patience (Imo
9742089) was seen leaving Valletta, Malta for Sabratha Oil Field, offshore Libya on Saturday 6th
January, 2018. The PSV is owned by Offshore Support Vessel I BV – Den Helder; Netherlands and
managed by Vroon Offshore Services BV – Den Helder; Netherlands. She has a grt of 3,638 and a
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dwt of 4,119. She has a
length of 83 mtrs a beam of
18 mtrs and a draught of
4.80 mtrs and is classed
American
Bureau
of
Shipping. (Photo: Capt.

Lawrence Dalli
www.maltashipphotos.com)

Advertisement

WINDFARM NEWS - RENEWABLES
K RIEGERS F LAK F OUNDATIONS B UY O NE -W AY T ICKET

TO

D ENMARK

A barge carrying two gravity
based foundations (GBFs) for
the high voltage station of the
Danish 605MW Kriegers Flak
offshore wind farm has left
the port of Ostend, Belgium.
The
heavy
lift,
semisubmersible
vessel,
Boabarge 37, towed by the tug
Zeus of Finland, is planned to
arrive in Denmark on 15
January. Jan De Nul is
expected to install the first foundation by the end of the month, and the second a couple of weeks
later, weather permitting. Once the installation is completed, the company’s most recent
multipurpose vessel Adhémar de Saint-Venant will start with the ballasting and scour protection
works. Jan De Nul and Iemants won a contract to construct, install, ballast and protect GBFs for two
offshore substations in November 2016. Under the contract, Jan De Nul was responsible for the
design and construction of the concrete GBFs, while Iemants took care of the design and
construction of the steel shafts and decks placed on top. Vattenfall’s Kriegers Flak offshore wind
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farm will comprise 72 Siemens Gamesa 8MW turbines expected to be commissioned by 2021. Watch
the video HERE (Source: Offshore Wind)

M ULTICATS

IN THE OFFS HORE WIND INDUSTRY

While Acta Marine’s Multicats are
known for their multifunctionality
across numerous maritime sectors,
this post focuses on how these highly
adaptable vessels have served the
offshore wind industry over the
previous months. DP skills Three
vessels working on three different
European projects demonstrate their
adaptability. “The 22-metre Coastal
Boxer has been providing marine
support during the construction of a
Danish offshore wind farm,” says
Sinclair McWilliam, Project Manager
Acta Marine. “Meanwhile, the 35metre Coastal Discovery has been
working on a UK cable repair project. A notable aspect of both these contracts is that both vessels
where specifically selected because of their shallow draft capabilities.” Staying in the UK offshore
wind market, Coastal Chariot has successfully completed a power cable reburial project. “The fact
that Coastal Chariot has DP capacity, in addition to excellent on board equipment, makes her very
well suited to operate as a mass flow excavation tool in shallow waters.” Asian growth Looking
further afield, the offshore wind industry has really seen some considerable growth on a global scale
in 2017. Asia, for example, is taking ever-larger steps to increase its production levels. Mr Sinclair
McWilliam goes on to say
that Taiwan, in particular, is
pursuing
significant
expansion of its offshore wind
industry: “There is great
potential there because the
local conditions and the
geography of the Taiwan
Strait are advantageous for
consistently strong offshore
winds.” Acta Marine is also
active in Taiwan, deploying
the Multicat Coastal Ace in
the
early
stages
of
construction of an offshore
wind farm to perform
maintenance and installation
of high-tech measurement buoys. “We are very proud to be making headway in this emerging
offshore wind market – we have all the necessary skills to support these activities,” he concludes.

(Press Release)
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DREDGING NEWS
CEMEX UK M ARINE L IMITED SIGNS CONTRAC T
FIRST M ARINE A GGREGATE D REDGER (MAD) 3500

WITH

D AMEN

FOR

Marine Aggregate Dredger to
futurise
fleet.
On 19th
December in Southampton,
Laurence Dagley, Director
CEMEX UK Marine Limited
signed a contract with Frank
de Lange, Regional Sales
Director of the Damen
Shipyards Group for the
delivery of the first Damen
Marine Aggregate Dredger
(MAD). The vessel, which
will be built at Damen
Shipyards Galati, in Romania,
is designed to extract sand and
gravel from the sea bed up to depths of 55 metres, including in the challenging conditions
experienced in the North Sea. The MAD is the result of extensive market research and customer
consultation. A new, future-facing vessel of this type is aligned with an aggregate industry faced
with an aging fleet of vessels and an increased focus on marine activity. CEMEX UK is a leader in
the building materials industry with over 3,000 employees, supplying aggregates, cement, concrete
and other building solutions. The company has a pre-existing relationship with Damen, having
utilised the service of Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam for maintenance of their vessels. When
approaching Damen, the client had a clear set of requirements, as Laurence Dagley, Director
CEMEX UK Marine explains: “We wanted a cutting edge design, something for the 21st century with
all the safety, efficiency, environmental and on board comfort credentials this implies. Achieving a
maximum uptime within what can be a challenging working environment is also important to us.
Damen accepted the challenges that we gave them, delivering a robust yet innovative design that
demonstrates the combined experience and ingenuity of our respective teams. Proudly wearing
CEMEX colours, this new ship represents the start of our ambition to modernise our fleet over the
coming years, to serve the increasing need for marine dredged aggregates in the UK.” The MAD
3500 design has the optimal balance between payload and efficiency within limited dimensions.
With a specific lock passage limiting the vessel’s overall length to 103.5 metres, a deadweight of just
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under 7,000 tonnes and a speed at loaded draught of approximately 12 knots are still achieved. In
comparison to CEMEX’s current vessel, Sand Heron, which the new ship will replace, this translates
into an additional 20% of aggregates that can be delivered per trip. The vessel will boast Lloyd’s
Register ECO-notation, courtesy of its green credentials as well as a CAC-3 notation offering a high
standard of crew comfort. The optimal uptime the client required comes courtesy of a number of
features. Included is exceptional seakeeping behaviour, offering crew comfort in rough seas and the
capability to work in heavy weather conditions. The bow is enclosed, protecting deck equipment
and reducing green water ingress into the cargo hold. A user-friendly approach to maintenance also
helps to maximise uptime. All dredge pipes are situated above main deck level for safety, as well as
easy inspection and crane reach. Besides this, the modular construction of the Damen designed and
built dredge systems makes for the easy replacement of wear parts on the piping and screening
installation. Damen regional sales director, Frank de Lange says: “We are honoured to work with
CEMEX on this innovative project. At Damen we are always happy to embrace a challenge and this
vessel, which includes a number of never before seen features is a good example of that. We feel
confident that the MAD has all the attributes required to bring the aggregate dredging fleet up to
date and into the future. We’re looking forward to seeing the first MAD in action at the end of
2019.” (Press Release)

N EPTUNE

AND

C-J OB C OMPLETE

THE

E URO H OPPER 200 P ROJECT

Neptune Marine together with
C-Job Naval Architects has
successfully designed and
delivered a 200m³ Trailing
Suction
Hopper
Dredger
(TSHD), the EuroHopper 200.
Representing a new design for
the yard’s portfolio, the
vessel’s engineering package
was a collaborative effort
between the two companies.
“After receiving an initial 3D
design from Neptune, we
started
with
the
naval
architecture,
various
arrangement drawings – layout
of the deck and engine room,
for example – and engineering and production drawings for the steel construction of this TSHD,”
said C-Job’s Lead Naval Architect for the project Marc van der Zwaluw. “We coordinated our scope
with the yard’s own engineering input that included HVAC, electrical and piping work.”
Commenting on the relationship with Neptune Marine, Mark added that C-Job has completed a
number of projects for Neptune over the years. “This includes a shallow draft tug, a seagoing supply
vessel as well as the EuroHopper 200, which has been specifically designed for maintenance
dredging in ports and coastal waters. We are looking forward to working with them again in the
future.” Neptune has been offering versatile maritime solutions, for over 40 years. The company
designs, builds, repairs, converts and mobilizes vessels for the maritime industry including offshore,
renewables, marine infrastructure and aquaculture. (Source: Dredging Today)
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D AMEN ’ S CSD 450 M AKES U P

THE

L OST T I ME

Dutch contractor Van der Lee recently acquired a standard Damen cutter suction dredger type
CSD450. The stationary dredger was purchased in order to put a motorway construction project
back on track near Joure, in the North of The Netherlands. The company’s previous CSD that was
working on the project was not powerful enough to deliver desired capacity of sand, so Van der Lee
decided to buy new cutter suction dredger. The dredger, fully assembled and towed to the jobsite, is
mining sand in the Frisian Lakes at a dredging depth between -2m and -6m. Since the beginning of
the works, the vessel has moved around 600,000m³ of sand. Watch the video HERE (Source:

Dredging Today)

YARD NEWS
P/V DITHMRARSCHEN,

THE FI RST OF TWO

28- METRE P ILOT B O ATS

DELI VERED
‘P/V Dithmarschen’, the first of two 28-metre Pilot Boats for the German Generaldirektion fuer
Wasserstrassen und Schifffahrt was delivered before Christmas by commercial marine boatbuilders
Dockstavarvet of Sweden. Following successful acceptance by the Mechanical Engineering North
office in Rendsburg - as the client of the Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration - the new
pilot boat "Dithmarschen" has been delivered to the Lotsbetriebsverein eV today. The club operates
the ships for the federal government. The "Dithmarschen" is the first of two staging vessels of a new
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type of ship, with which the
pilots of the pilot station
Brunsbüttel
now
gain
experience
under
real
conditions. Holger Feldmann,
Head of Department at the
Waterways
and
Shipping
Directorate General: "The new
pilot
off-take
facility"
Dithmarschen
"is
now
heralding a new era for the
pilots on the Elbe and in the
area of the heavily frequented approach to the Kiel Canal. The significantly better design of the ship
compared to its predecessors was adapted to the increased demands of shipping traffic. From now on,
the new pilot ship "Dithmarschen" provides even more safety and lightness. " The steel hull vessels
with an aluminum construction ensure a fast and reliable transfer service around the clock in all
weather conditions and sea conditions. Hans-Hermann Lückert, chairman of the Lotsbetriebsverein:
"With the" Dithmarschen ", the first of two new transfer vessels takes up the transfer service at the
Brunsbüttel pilot station. The Federal Armed Forces Bureau expressly welcomes the fact that these
ships will guarantee a safe transfer service in the future. " Ben Lodemann, senior man of the Elbe
pilots' union: "In front of Brunsbüttel, the" Dithmarschen "pilot station will become a General
Directorate for Waterways and Shipping Ulrich-von-Hassell-Straße 7 Claudia Thoma Spokeswoman:
We make navigation possible. Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration (WSV) The Federal
Waterways and Shipping Administration (WSV) is responsible for the safety and ease of shipping, ie
for a smoothly flowing shipping traffic. These include the operation, maintenance and construction
and renovation of federal waterways, including locks, weirs, bridges and boat lifts. In total, we are
responsible for 23,000 km² of sea roads and about 7,300 km of inland waterways. In addition, we
operate on the waterways in the coastal area traffic centers and on the inland waterways district
centers. Around the clock, our experts ensure safe traffic flows. Our stuff enabling mobility and
protecting the environment! a new transfer boat, which the pilots will be sure to spend, thanks to
the boat crew, to the vessels to be consulted in front of Brunsbüttel. We look forward to a permanent
and hopefully trouble-free, safe operation. " Matthias Probst, senior man of the pilotage fraternity
NOK1: "After many years of planning and decision-making, the" Dithmarschen "has now been
completed. Not only technically, the boats differ significantly from their almost 60-year-old
predecessors, visually you will have to get used to Brunsbüttel. The black-and-white "landmarks" that
already belong to the cityscape are replaced by red and white. " The Swedish shipyard
"Dockstavarvet" was commissioned with the construction, which has extensive knowledge and
experience in the construction of pilot boats. The fleet of six ships built specifically for the Baltic Sea
has proven its worth over the past seven years. In the spring of 2018, the sister ship, the "Steinburg",
will be handed over to Lotsbetriebsverein eV. After successful testing of the two new ships, the
double baptism is scheduled for the coming year. The two transfer boats are used by a total of 420
pilots in the Elbe off the Kiel Canal. (Source: SeaNews Turkey)

TSHD DC O RI SANT A LMOST R EADY

FOR

L AUNCH

Reimerswaal Dredging said in their latest announcement that the new multi-purpose 5.450m³
trailing suction hopper dredger (TSHD) DC Orisant is almost ready for the launch. The vessel is
being built by Royal IHC for joint venture consisting of Den Herder (Reimerswaal Dredging) and
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Group de Cloedt. According to
the shipbuilder, the dredger
installation has been designed
to dredge marine aggregates
(sand and gravel) for the
construction industry. The DC
Orisant will also be extremely
suitable for performing regular
dredging projects, such as
maintenance dredging and
beach nourishment, Royal IHC
said. When delivered in mid2018, the DC Orisant will be
the first complete diesel electric
aggregate dredger in the
market. (Source: Dredging

Today)
Advertisement

A LEXANDER C O URTMANS - J OURNAEL VAN
' VAN B LAEUSCHUYT ENDE R OODE L O OP '

EEN

S CHEEPSCHIRURGIJN

De 16e eeuwse chirurgijn Courtmans vertelt aan de hand van zijn
Journael over zijn reis rond de wereld op één van de schepen van
Olivier van Noort, waarmee het een van de vroegste Nederlandse
chirurgijnsverslagen is. Afgewisseld met dagboek fragmenten in
oorspronkelijk 16e eeuws Nederlands getuigt hij zowel van zijn
belevenissen als van zijn werkzaamheden. Het Journael is door de
bewerker historisch gedocumenteerd en geannoteerd, maar leest als
een roman. In 1598 monstert de chirurgijn Alexander Courtmans op
uitnodiging van Olivier van Noort aan op diens avontuurlijke
expeditie naar de 'Specerijen Eilanden' via Straat Magelhaen en de
Stille Oceaan. Blaeuschuyt (scheurbuik) en Roode Loop (dysenterie)
eisen onderweg een zware tol en Alexander Courtmans staat voor de
taak om met de medische kennis van zijn tijd deze ziekten te
behandelen. Als een van de eerste scheepschirurgijns legt hij op deze
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lange reis zijn belevenissen vast in een Journael. Hij getuigt daarin van de ontberingen, van de
vijandelijkheden van Spanjaarden, Portugezen en anderen, van zijn verwondering over de exotische
culturen op die reis, van zijn behandelingen en bij dit alles zelfs van zijn wankelend geloof. Zijn
persoonlijke motivatie om de risico's van deze reis te trotseren wordt in de loop van zijn verslag
duidelijk. Na terugkeer in het vaderland wordt de levensloop van Alexander Courtmans gevolgd tot
het moment dat hij als chirurgijn in de legers van Frederik Hendrik zijn tenten opslaat tijdens het
beleg van 's Hertogenbosch (1629). Alexander Courtmans - Journael van een Scheepschirurgijn - 160
blz. paperback met flappen, geïllustreerd - Prijs: €17,50 - ISBN: 97890 6100 729 6. Voor een recensie
exemplaar of nadere inlichtingen: Uitgevers Maatschappij Ad. Donker B.V. - Kon. Emmaplein 1,
3016 AA Rotterdam Telefoon: 010 436 3009 E-mail: donker@bart.nl www.uitgeverijdonker.nl (Press

Release)

WEBSITE NEWS
HTTP://WWW.TOWINGLIN E.COM
ARE YOU ALSO INTERESTED IN THIS FREE TUGS TOWING & OFFSHORE NEWSLETTER.
PLEASE VISIT THE WEBS ITE WWW.TOWINGLINE.COM AND SUBSCRIBE YOURSE LF FOR FREE

Last week there have been new updates posted:
1. Several updates on the News page posted last week:


Muller strengthens fleet with ASD tug “En Avant 30”



FOSS and Damen to Build Ten Tugs for U.S. Ship Assist and Escort Market



New Sanmar/Robert Allan design delivered to Safeen



Sanmar delivered tug Marechiaro to Rimochitori Napolitani



A strong team – FAIRPLAY and BUGSIER join forces

Be informed that the mobile telephone number of Towingline is: +31 6 3861 3662
mailto: jvds@towingline.com
This site is intended to be collective exchange of information. Information on this site has been pulled from many sources; we have
attempted to credit these sources. But due to the multitude of sources sometimes we are unable to note all the sources. If you feel that
material that is posted here is of your authorship and you have not been credited properly please alert us and I will correct the credit or
remove it in accordance to the author's wishes.

D ISCLAI MER
The compiler of the Tugs Towing & Offshore Newsletter disclaim all liability for any loss, damage or expense howsoever caused, arising
from the sending, receipt, or use of this e-mail communication and on any reliance placed upon the information provided through this
free service and does not guarantee the completeness or accuracy of the information. For more information about advertising,
subscription, preferences and un-subscription visit the website: http://www.towingline.com The Tugs Towing & Offshore Newsletter is a
::JVDS-MARCOL:: Archive Production.
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